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Abstract
We can observe a continuous trend for using larger screens with higher resolutions and greater pixel
density. With advances in hard- and software technology, wall-sized displays for daily office work are
already on the horizon. We assume that there will be no hard paradigm change in interaction techniques
in the near future. Therefore, new concepts for wall-sized displays will be included in existing products.
Designing interaction concepts for wall-sized displays in an office environment is a challenging task.
Most crucial is designing appropriate input techniques. Moving the mouse pointer from one corner to
another over a longer distance is cumbersome. However, pointing with a mouse is precise and commonplace. We propose using mid-air gestures to support input with mouse and keyboard on large displays.
In particular, we designed a gesture set for manipulating regular windows.
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Introduction

The standard display space and screen resolution for office applications has been constantly
increasing over the last decades. While the monitor of the first personal computer, the IBM
5153, had a 13” diagonal with a resolution of 640 x 200 pixel, today, three decades later,
standard monitors have a diagonal of 24” or even more. In addition, the resolution increased
to 4096 x 2160 pixels and more. This trend will continue in the next years and visionary ideas
of the office of the future (Raskar et al. 1998) will become a reality. However, to apply the
advantages of wall-sized screens to office environments successfully, multiple design challenges need to be solved. Designing input methods for wall-sized office environments is one
of the most critical challenges. Today, common input devices in office environments are
mouse and keyboard and in a mobile environment touch displays. Both are highly optimized
for the corresponding setups. Mouse and keyboard, in the way we use them today, and touch
input are not optimal for wall-sized displays in office environments. Moving the mouse pointer
over multiple thousand pixels or multiple meters is simply tiring. Increasing pointer speed and
precision would lead to a decrease in pointing accuracy and even a dynamic mouse speed is
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outperformed by fixed settings on common tasks requiring short mouse movements (Tang &
Lee 2007).
Depending on the setup, because the user is not able to reach all points of the display with his
or her fingers, direct touch might be not an appropriate solution for interacting with wall-sized
displays. To overcome mouse usage and direct touch, a well-known idea in HCI is mid-air
pointing (Bolt 1980). Vogel and Balakrishnan (Vogel & Balakrishnan 2005) analyze different
pointing techniques for interacting with wall-sized screens. Exclusive mid-air pointing might
be tiring to perform for a whole working day. Hence, we propose combining mid-air gestures
with the regular use of mouse and keyboard. In our developed prototype, tiring mouse interaction for window management is hereby replaced by simple mid-air gestures. For all other tasks,
the mouse and keyboard interaction remains unchanged.

2

System

2.1 Demonstrator
Our demonstrator consists of one Microsoft Windows 8.1 Workstation and six Panasonic 50”
screens. Every screen has a resolution of 3840 × 2160 (88 PPI). All of them are mounted in
portrait mode next to each other. Thereby, we get a screen with a length of 4.04 x 1.13 meters
and 12960 x 3840 pixels. As shown in figure 1, we placed the screens curved around the user’s
desk. For sensing hand movements, we utilize a Microsoft Kinect v2 for Windows.

Figure 1: Demonstrator setup including large displays (A) and a Microsoft Kinect (B) observing the user.
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2.2 Gesture Set
We aimed to support daily office work on large displays. One common task, which requires
interaction with the entire display space is managing and arranging different content. For different tasks application windows have to be selected, moved to the focal area or in the periphery. Application windows have also to be resized, minimized or closed.
Inspired by Wobbrock (Wobbrock et al. 2009), we conducted a user study to design a gesture
set for manipulating application windows. We recruited 10 male and 2 female participants
through our mailing lists. In the study, we ask them to perform gestures for a given command
set (see Fig. 1). We repeated this for every command and participant three times. For analyzing
the performed gestures, we recorded all sessions on video. Through the analysis of the user
study, we were able to generate a set of gestures to perform the 14 most common window
management tasks e.g. select window, move window or resize. In a second step, we implemented the gesture set as fully working application for Windows 8.1.

Figure 2: A participant is performing a gesture.
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Conclusion

In this work, we present our novel prototype that enables window management with mid-air
gestures to support mouse and keyboard input on large displays. To design a meaningful gesture set, we conducted a user study. We deduced gestures for the 14 most common window
management commands from the gestures presented by the participants. Furthermore, we developed a prototype that is capable of recognizing these gestures using a depth-sensing camera
and performs the intended action in a regular Windows 8.1 environment. Next, we are planning
to evaluate the quality of the gesture set including recognition quality, speed and possible fatigue.
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